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Context : Social networks and medias in general create a huge quantity of information which may differ according to the location (countries, areas, cities.....)
and the time periods. A natural question is to identify which main topics are
persistent in a corpus of documents as tweets, websites or scientific papers. The
aim of the project is to take into account the specifities of data as similarities
between different regions or countries as well as the time stamp of the document...This question has been already addressed in several papers (see for e.g.
[1]) and several models have been proposed to summarize the temporal evolution
(see for e.g. [2]).
Challenges : We aim at complementing these works studying spatio-temporal
persistence in textual data. Using dynamic topic modeling [3], we can modeled
in real-time the content evolution of a corpus. Our goal will be to identify which
topics are persistent in a corpus, taking into account both spatial and temporal
information. The part simulation and inference will be designed using Monte
Carlo methods [6,7] whereas persistence will be measured using multivariate
long range dependence [4].
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